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ABSTRACT 
Fiber optic communication is an important role in telecommunication domain, which is provide to good safe, 

secure, low-cost, high-bandwidth and high channel capacity. Now a day, we need less delay and large bandwidth for 

signal data transmission. Need to increase the data rates, distances and reduce the fiber optic losses by development 

of optical sources and detectors with well-matched fiber optics. In this paper we discuss about the different types of 

fibers and its properties, optical sources and detectors and its limitations with applications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Fiber optic communication has transformed the telecommunications industry to transfer the telephone 

signals, Internet communication, and cable television signals. Optical communication system (FSO) is called as a 

Fiber optical communication technology which uses air as a medium to transfer the light signal from transmitter to 

receiver in one area to another area which is called the light signal spread to the free space to wireless. Fiber optics 

(optical fibers) cables are to transmit the signal in radio and telecommunication. Fiber optic data transmission systems 

send information via fiber by revolving electronic signals into light. Signal refers to over the portion of the 

electromagnetic bandwidth that is near to what is visible to the human eye. 

Development Of Fiber Optics: An initially we were used in the single line for telecommunications field; need to 

increase the data and transmit to receiver side in simultaneously, due to that we faced lot of problems then we moved 

to the coaxial cable were introduced to transmit the several channels transmitted to receiver side in all together. 

However coaxial cable also demanded the lot of issues in communication field like limited bandwidth after that only 

investigated the fiber optic communication. When the first fiber optic semi-flexible gastro scope was patented by 

Basil Hirschowitz, C. Wilbur Peters, and Lawrence E. Curtiss, researchers at the University of Michigan, in 1956. A 

fiber optic cable technology transmission system was prohibited due to high expensive. Now fiber optics provides 

the only possible option for many telecommunications applications. In addition to increase the speed of data rate in 

local area network In addition to this it is also used in many local area networks where speed is a major requirement. 

Need for Fiber Optics: Small Attenuation, Very High Bandwidth (THz), little Size and Low Weight, No 

Electromagnetic intervention, Low Security threat. 

 
Figure.1. Optical Fiber cable 

In this next new generation of technology we can classify the two different types of broadband wireless 

applications. 

 Indoor scenario 

 Outdoor scenario 

Indoor scenario: Data Communication between transmitted and received closed environment / within room. 

Outdoor scenario: Data Communication between transmitted and received open environment / from one terminal 

to another terminal. 

How Optical fibers are made: The major three steps are involved in the manufacturing the optical fiber cable. 

 Making a perform a glass cylinder  

 Drawing the fiber’s from the preform  

 Testing the fiber. 

Basics Elements of Optical Fiber Communication: 

 
Figure.2. Basics Elements of Optical fiber Communication 
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The optical fiber consists of three main important parts: Transmitter, Repeaters, and Receiver: Transmitter: 

An electric signal is applied to the optical transmitter (Driver circuit, light source) Transmission channel consists of 

a cable provide to its connected to the light source signal to optical couplers. Each and every optical fiber performs 

as an individual channel. Optical splice is used to connect the optical fibers. Optical connector is act as a temporary 

connection for two individual optical fibers. Main function of splitter; signal can be to splitter into the other devices. 

Repeater converts the optical signal into electrical signal by using optical receiver. Receiver: Optical signal is applied 

to the optical receiver consists of photo detector, amplifier and signal restorer. Photo detector main function of to 

convert the optical signal to electrical signal. Signal restorers and amplifiers are used to increase the signal to noise 

ratio. 

Advantages of fiber optics: 

 Much lower levels of signal attenuation 

 It provides a much huge bandwidth permit to more data to be delivered 

 It much lighter than the coaxial cables that might otherwise be used. 

 
Figure.3. Types of optical fiber 

Basic upon the number of modes of propagation the optical fiber are subdivided into the two types: 

 Single Mode Fiber (SMF) 

 Multi-mode Fiber(MMF) 

Single Mode Fiber (SMF): Its can able to propagate the signal only one mode less core diameter (50µm) and high 

cladding diameter (70µm). Single mode fiber we used for signal transmission but not frequently, due to heavy cost. 

The single mode fiber is a large spectral bandwidth of the signal and (i.e) quantity of message (information) in the 

single-mode is higher than the multimode fiber. The single mode fiber has the following characteristics: single path 

is allowed to transfer the signal, Voltage level is less, center core width is very small, large band width (1000 MHz), 

and Used for long haul communication, manufacturing cost also very high and costly. 

Multi-Mode Fiber (MMF): Its can able to propagate the signal large diameter that allows several quantity of mode 

for the light ray travelling through it .the core diameter is (40µm) and high cladding diameter (70µm). Multi-mode 

fiber is a number no of modes are transmitted in the channel. If more than one mode is transmitted through optical 

fiber, then it is said to be a multimode fiber. Multi-mode fiber is a less cost compared to single mode fiber less. The 

LED mechanism used as transmitter optics in multi-mode devices are less costly. The Multi-mode fiber has the 

following characteristics: center width is high, less and small bandwidth (50MHz) Used for short range 

communication, very difficult to design the manufacturing the component. 

Step-Index Multimode Fiber: The refractive index of the center is identical signal throughout the cable. Due to 

high Core, some Light Rays formulate the digital pulse may take a trip a straight route, whereas others meander as 

they spring up off the cladding. These swap the paths cause the various groups of light rays, referred to as modes, to 

arrive independently at the receiving point. The pulse, a cumulative of different modes, begins to spread out, losing 

its well know shape. Need spacing between pulses to prevent overlapping limits the amount of information that can 

be sent. This type of fiber is best suited for transmission over short distances. 

Graded-Index Multimode Fiber: Core of the Refractive index in non –uniform .if decreases the core refractive 

index is parapolically from axis of the fibred to its surface. For LAN connection this type is used. 

 
Figure.4. Different types of optical fibers 

Optical Sources: The most important requirements of optical sources are need less electrical input power. The 

bandwidth of the light and beam divergence as well as need less sufficient coupling efficiency. The major optical 
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sources are Light Emitting Diode (LED), Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation (LASER). LED, 

LASER are called as a primary light sources in fiber optics communication systems. 

Light Emitting Diode (LED): The basic LED light manufacturing by PN junction diode and its recombination with 

active region. All electrons jump from higher state to lower state. Its signal depends upon the waveguides. The 

transition of light signal takes from one state (band) to another. The main objective of the power signal coupled with 

optics fiber, modulation bandwidth, and the spectral efficiency. LED signal easily flow the current p-type 

semiconductor material to n-type semiconductor material. It’s only the forward bias, cant able to the reverse bias 

condition. The main focus to convert the electrical signal to light signal by using the injection of optical fiber cable. 

For fiber optics, the LED should have large radiance (Intensity) and fast response time and large quantum efficiency. 

Light Amplification by stimulated Emission of Radiation (LASER): Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission 

of Radiation, it creates the slight and small-divergent beam of coherent light, while the majority of the light sources 

produce the incoherent light signal, which has a phase that varies randomly with time and position. Most lasers emit 

nearly "monochromatic" light with a slight wavelength spectrum.  

 
Figure.5. Comparison between the LED vs LASER 

Above diagram shows that Comparison between the LED light and LASER light depends upon the coherence 

properties. The narrow bandwidth of the laser diode is very small compare to the LED light signal, the laser signal 

to produce the significantly spreading the signal compared to LED. 

Optical Detectors: In Fiber optical detectors are PIN photodiode, Avalanche Photodiodes were used due to large 

sensitivity, less noise, linearity (for analog signal) and low geometrical size. PIN diode is operate at very high reverse 

bias voltage .its combination of n type semiconductor material and p type semiconductor material with lightly doped 

n type intrinsic region. The energy greater than or equal to band gap of the incident photon photodiode material, 

absorption of the photon is created by the combined with electron - hole pair. PIN diode is produce the photocurrent 

flow in the external circuit to get large significant efficiency with more sensitivity and thickness of the depletion 

region should be improved. Avalanche photodiode is consist of four regions to increase the large electric field in the 

intrinsic region and transfer the more energy to photoelectrons, its create the new combination of electron - hole by 

impact ionization leading to avalanche breakdown in the reverse biases diode. Below tabulation mention as an 

operating wavelengths. 

Table.1. Operating wavelengths of Diodes 

Diode Type Silicon InGaAs 

Avalanche Photo Diode0 0.8nm 1.3nm and 1.55nm 

Pin Photo Diode 0.8nm 1.55nm 

Advantages and Applications of Fiber optics communication: Optical fiber communication is used for various 

applications like Telecommunications, Space Communications, Broadband communications (community antenna 

television system (CATV) Military applications and industry applications. The various applications of fiber optics 

in the telecommunication area in tone telephones, video phones, telegraph services, information services and data 

networks all are broadcast the frequent carrier links. Major problems are faced the wire systems like ringing, irritable 

talk, electromagnetic noise and induced errors, etc. Telephone networks are the first and most important users in 

fiber optics. We converted the copper line into fiber optics digital radio links between telephone switches; establish 

the long distance communications links, so it is called long lines. Optical fiber is a backbone of community antenna 

television system (CATV). In this company were used in optical fiber because, its produce the more reliability, 

produce the new services, like telephone service with Internet connections. 

Advantages: 

 Optical fiber it will give High bandwidth  

 Low noise will appear 

 Low interference (electromagnetic) will produce the good data transmission in the reception  

 High Transmission Distance 

 More information capacity 

 Less size and less weight 

 Improve the signal security 

http://www.jchps.com/
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2. CONCLUSION 

This paper gives an overview of fiber optical communication to develop the future scenario. It may be used 

in adaptable transmission channel and discussed the various types of fibers optics and how the signal can be propagate 

the various fibers, it’s send for the long distance transmission for more than 100kms. Most probably we preferred 

the SMF, MMF.  
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